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This is an interactive presentation 



Different ways you can interact 

Challenge 
Questions

DemoRole Play



Here’s what we are going to do today…

Positive 
Psychology

Demonstrate Role Play 



Here is what I hope you’ll get out of this 
workshop 
Skill Development 

• To be able to use 
psychoeducational training 
during a sex offender group 
therapy session 

• If you are already using 
psychoeducational training, 
reaffirm and improve your use of 
psychoeducational training

Knowledge Development

• To be exposed to the concept of 
positive psychology 

• To identify various books you 
can use to introduce positive 
psychology in your treatment 
program

• To become aware of internet 
resources for positive 
psychology



What is Positive Psychology?

The scientific study of what makes life worth living and 

how to enable the conditions in which you can flourish.



Positive Psychology goes beyond Traditional 
Psychology 

Traditional Psychology

• Assumes mental health 
problems

• Focuses on diagnosing and 
treating pathology

• Relies on DSM

Positive Psychology

• Assumes mental health 

• Focuses on authentic happiness 
and wellbeing

• Relies upon concepts like flow 
and research on happiness and 
meaning 



Evolution of Positive Psychology

2002                 2011



Issues addressed in “Authentic Happiness”

• Why be happy?

• Can you make yourself lastingly 
happier?

• Happiness set point

• Happiness formula

• Signature virtues and strengths

• Flow 

• Work, love, children & meaning 



Issues addressed in “Flourish” 

Wellbeing 

•P – positive emotions

• E – engagement/flow

•R – positive relationships

•M – meaning

•A – achievement 



The practice of positive psychology promotes 
the therapist’s well-being

“Positive psychology makes people happier. Teaching positive 
psychology, researching positive psychology, using positive 

psychology in practice as a coach or therapist, giving positive 
psychology exercises to tenth graders in a classroom, parenting 

little kids with positive psychology, teaching drill sergeants how to 
teach about post-traumatic growth, meeting with other positive 

psychologists, and just reading about positive psychology all make 
people happier. The people who work in positive psychology are 

the people with the highest well-being I have ever known.”

• Seligman, Martin E. P. (2011). Flourish: A Visionary New Understanding of Happiness and Well-
being (p. 2). Atria Books. Kindle Edition. 



Taking sex offender treatment to heart… 

Taking the psychology of misery to heart— as you must when 
you work on depression, alcoholism, schizophrenia, trauma, 
and the panoply of suffering that makes up psychology-as-

usual’s primary material— can be a vexation to the soul. While 
we do more than our bit to increase the well-being of our 

clients, psychology-as-usual typically does not do much for the 
well-being of its practitioners. If anything changes in the 
practitioner, it is a personality shift toward depression.

Seligman, Martin E. P. (2011). Flourish: A Visionary New Understanding of Happiness and Well-being 
(p. 1). Atria Books. Kindle Edition. 



Challenge questions for self-reflection   

• Has your work with sex offenders caused you to experience a 
personality shift towards depression?

• What is it about the work with sex offenders that causes a 
shift towards depression?

• If positive psychology causes improved well-being, how 
would using positive psychology in your practice impact 
you…and your clients?



Positive Psychology in Sex Offender Treatment 

Positive 
Psychology

Psych Ed 
Training

Evidence 
Based

Dynamic 
Risk



https://www.authentichappiness.sas.upenn.e
du/



The Happiness Hypothesis, John Haidt 



Stumbling onto Happiness, Daniel Gilbert



The How of Happiness, Sonjua Lyumbomirsky



The Good Life, Matthew L. Ferrara

Five Themes

• Healthy Sexuality

• Thought Patterns

• Emotions

• Relationships

• Self-Management 

http://www.doctorferrara.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/thegoodlife.jpg
http://www.doctorferrara.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/thegoodlife.jpg


Purpose of Psychoeducational Training

• If you tell a client to stop using a problem behavior and the client 
does stop that behavior, it doesn’t mean a healthy behavior will 
spontaneously generate. 

• If you are going to tell your client not to use a problem behavior, you 
should tell them what they can do instead of the problem behavior 

• Teach prosocial skills the client can use instead of skills related to the 
five dynamic risk factors 



Arrange for Clients to teach Good Life lessons

EMOTIONS: MODULE ONE

Four Basic Emotions………………………………….. 50

All Emotions are a Gift …………………………………52

Three Ways to Express Emotions …………………54

Secret of Anger ……………………………………………57

The Problem with Happiness ……………………… 59

Sadness ………………………………………………………..61

Fear ………………………………….. …………………………63

Express Emotions in a Healthy Way ……………….65



How a Client Teaches a Good Life Lesson
Goldstein, Sprafkin, Gershaw & Klein (2011)

Read

Explain

Discuss 



Video – Good Life in a Sex Offender Group



Demonstrate Good Life Lesson

All Emotions are a Gift

Each of the four basic emotions – happiness, sadness,
anger, and fear - is a gift. Even the unpleasant emotions are a
gift. That might sound a little confusing but once you know
the purpose of emotions, it will be clear.

The purpose of emotions is to give you information
about your world. Because all emotions can give you
information, all emotions are a gift.



Role Play Good Life Lesson

True Love and Romantic Love are Different

True love is all of the acts we do to help our loved one become
happy and successful. True love is different from romantic love.
Romantic love is the love that we read about in books or see in old
Hollywood movies.

The myth of romantic love tells us that destiny has
predetermined who we love. The myth tells us that for every man
there is a woman who is his perfect match and for each woman,
there is a specific man who is a perfect match. The myth tells us
that all we have to do is find who we are destined to be with and
we will “live happily ever after.”



Forms available for download at 
http://www.doctorferrara.com
1. Agreement regarding Therapeutic Activities

2. Behavior Contract

3. Informed Consent for Assessment

4. Informed Consent for Forensic Treatment

5. Social History Form

6. Social and Electronic Media Policy

7. Treatment Plan Form

8. Guide for Completing the Treatment Plan Form

9. Policy and Procedure Manual for Community Supervision Sex Offender 
Program 

http://www.doctorferrara.com/


To download forms…

•Go to http://www.doctorferrara.com

•Click on the Forms page

•Check all the boxes

•Enter your name and email 

•Hit the “Agree” button 

http://www.doctorferrara.com/


Treatment Plan

Standard Treatment Targets

• Intimacy

• Social Influences

• Sexual Self-Regulation

• General Self-Regulation

• Cooperation with Supervision 

Special Needs Treatment Targets

• Financial Issues

• Residence 

• Lives Skills

• Employment 

• Special Needs



The End

It is never too late to be what you might have been. 

George Elliot


